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easing analysis with machine learning assistants
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Abstract
Analysts now often use machine learning (ML) assistants, but find them difficult to use, since most have little ML expertise.
Talk2Hand improves the usability of ML assistants by supporting interaction with them using knowledge boards, which in-
tuitively show association, visually aid human recall, and offer natural interaction that eases improvement of displayed as-
sociations and addition of new data into emerging models. Knowledge boards are familiar to most and studied by analytics
researchers, but not in wide use, because of their large size and the challenges of using them for several projects simultane-
ously. Talk2Hand uses augmented reality to address these shortcomings, overlaying large but virtual knowledge boards onto
typical analyst offices, and enabling analysts to switch easily between different knowledge boards. This paper describes our
Talk2Hand prototype. (see http://www.acm.org/about/class/class/2012)

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visual analytics; Mixed / augmented reality; • Theory of computation → Semi-supervised
learning;

1. Introduction

Analysts have always struggled with the volume of their data. In
the past, they used physical displays called knowledge boards to
aid them, but these boards were too large and unwieldy to rely on
regularly, particularly when analysts worked on several projects si-
multaneously. As technology increased data flows further, analysts
began to use technology to deal with them, using machine learning
(ML) during analysis. Unfortunately, training ML models can often
add difficulty and require analysts to have ML expertise.

We describe Talk2Hand, a new interface designed to broaden ac-
cess to ML analytic assistants. Rather than explicitly labeling data
and controlling ML models, analysts communicate with them im-
plicitly by manipulating familiar knowledge boards. To fit these
knowledge boards into typical workplaces and workflows without
compromising privacy, we implement them in augmented reality
(AR). The resulting system increases the utility of ML and knowl-
edge boards in sensemaking.

2. Related work

Due to the complexity of analytic workflows in intelligence
[GM18] and the growing data flows analysts are facing, machine
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Figure 1: Analog knowledge board [Vor09]

learning is taking on a growing role during analysis. Yet as surveys
of this work note [ERT∗17,SKKC18], analyst-ML interaction must
become much richer and more transparent, moving beyond simple
labeling schemes and avoiding ML concepts and jargon so that col-
laboration with ML assistants does not disrupt workflows.

Knowledge boards (e.g. Figure 1) are well-known tool in anal-
ysis of all kinds, which predate not only ML but even comput-
ers [SIMM95]. They make a natural match to the early stages of
intelligence sensemaking [AR96, PC05], in which data are orga-
nized into groups or “shoeboxes.” They also bring many of the sig-
nificant advantages of large displays [CSR∗03, AEN10], and could
help address the spatial and layout problems observed in ML ana-
lytic systems such as CHISSL [ASW∗19]. Indeed, although it does
not incorporate ML, the ForceSPIRE project and its notion of “se-
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mantic interaction” [EFN12a, EFN12b] have been a special inspi-
ration in our work, by making knowledge boards a central part of
the analytic process.

Yet use of knowledge boards in analysis remains limited. Analog
boards are difficult to take down and later restore, making them a
poor fit to busy analyst workflows. Digital knowledge boards can
address this problem, but like analog boards require a great deal
of space, making them challenging to use in typical office environ-
ments. For example, BumpTop [AB06] requires a large touchscreen
inter, while Endert et al. [EFN12a] used eight high resolution mon-
itors. Both would be difficult to fit into every analyst’s cubicle!

Immersive technologies such as virtual reality (VR) and AR
can extend the workplace by adding virtual display and interaction
space, but the discomfort of wearing headsets has been a perva-
sive challenge [SLR∗20]. Interestingly, Kemeny et al. have shown
that including afixed outside world anchor in the view can signif-
icantly decrease cybersickness [KGMC17], hinting that AR users
may suffer less discomfort than VR users. VR can also introduce
social challenges in office environments, isolating users from their
colleagues, and their own bodies [FZMA20]. We are not aware of
any systems integrating AR with analytic knowledge boards.

3. Contribution

Our primary contributions:

• make it easier for analysts to use knowledge boards, by using
augmented reality to overlay virtual knowledge boards onto ex-
isting workplaces. Analysts need not fit large displays next to
their desk, isolate themselves from their colleagues, nor use a
display they share with their colleagues.
• use knowledge boards to simplify interaction with ML assistants

without disrupting analysis. While knowledge boards have been
proposed for analysis [EFN12a, EFN12b], they have not to our
knowledge been coupled with ML assistants.

4. Sensemaking Experience

In Talk2Hand, analysts seek knowledge in their data by moving it-
eratively through three stages (Fig. 2a): data import, triage, and re-
finement. Talk2Hand accepts input data in a tabular (e.g. CSV) for-
mat consisting of attributes that include search relevance, date, title,
and textual summary. We anticipate that analysts will gather this
data using their existing search tools. Talk2Hand also makes use of
user feedback, provided as mouse and gestural input. Gestures are
fairly simple, and include tapping, pointing with a ray, and selecting
by pinching with thumb and index finger. Both forms of input allow
analysts to categorize data items into groups and navigate through
the Talk2Hand workflow, with mouse input offering seated desktop
interaction supporting intense longer-term work; and gestural inter-
action offering less constrained and often standing interaction sup-
porting shorter-term work. The availability of both physical mouse
and virtual gesture input modalities in Talk2Hand offers an intu-
itive transition for analysts between the familiar WIMP interface
and Talk2Hand’s novel gestural interface. Allowing multiple input
modalities can also allow the user achieve different tasks with the
best suited action [BSES17].

(a) Experience Flow

(b) System UI

Figure 2: (a) The flow of Talk2Hand’s sensemaking experience.
Analysts import raw data into Talk2Hand, triage it into groups, re-
fine those groups, and iterate. (b) Talk2Hand’s system architecture.
The AR front end accepts data and user input, and communicates
with the recommender back end, which suggests categories.

Talk2Hand first presents a representative subset of the gathered
data in the triage queue, which is designed to help analysts quickly
filter their information, turning “one pile” into “a few piles.” The
triage queue presents the data as a scrolling list floating above their
desktop, with one row per item, showing minimal information such
as relevance, title, and date, enabling quick decisions (Fig. 3a, see
also supplementary video). Analysts can sort the data (e.g. by rele-
vance or date), then begin separating their data into categories they
define, such as “leaders,” “resources,” “goals,” and “irrelevant.” The
queue automates interaction to ease this triage. The queue begins
by highlighting the first item. After viewing the item, analysts can
examine it in detail with a click or tap (Figure 4a) or categorize it
with a simple 2D swipe, with the direction of the swipe indicating
the category. After each swipe, the triage queue plays a tone match-
ing the category, and automatically moves the highlight to the next
row. This process continues until analysts choose to exit or triage
the entire queue.

Next, analysts see the knowledge board, which is inspired by
real-world knowledge boards and affinity diagrams, and allows an-
alysts to refine their “piles,” and perhaps create new ones. The
board replaces the queue above the desktop and is much larger
than it, spanning a large portion of the analysts’ available space.
All triaged data items appear on the board as cards, now revealing
a portion of the data item summary (“irrelevant” items appear only
in collapsed form, with a single group label representing the entire
set of irrelevant cards). To represent the analysts’ categories, the
board groups cards visually with distinct hues and spatial clustering
(e.g. grouped at corners). Figure 3b shows the knowledge board. To
refine data categories, analysts can view data item details (Figure
4a), annotate data items (Figure 4c), change category membership
by dragging cards from one group and dropping them into another,
and evaluate categories by visually comparing groups. Analysts can
also indicate relationship strength by moving cards within groups,
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(a) Triage queue (b) Knowledge board

Figure 3: (a) Triage queue, used to form initial data categories with minimal interaction. (b) Knowledge board, used to refine data categories.

and postpone decisions about certain data items by placing their
cards on the physical desk (Figure 4b).

As they refine categories in the knowledge board, Talk2Hand’s
recommender will observe the groups that analysts define, and at-
tempt to generalize them to the remainder of the imported data.
Analysts experience this as cards appearing automatically at the
periphery of existing groups. To further distinguish these suggested
categories from those analysts have chosen themselves, peripheral
cards have the same hue as the group, but are less saturated, with
lower saturation indicating that the recommender is less confident.
Despite the knowledge board’s large size, the recommender will
often have many more suggestions than can be displayed. It can
accommodate these additional suggestions by organizing them into
card stacks, through which analysts can cycle. Analysts can con-
firm a suggestion by moving the card away from the periphery to
the center of the group, which changes the card from a suggestion
to an analyst-approved categorization, with full saturation. To reject
a suggestion, analysts can move the card into a different group (in-
cluding the “irrelevant” group). To reflect this and other analyst ac-
tivity, analysts can manually request suggestion adjustments. Alter-
natively, the recommender can periodically adjust its suggestions.
In this case, to avoid suggestions disappearing before analysts can
act on them, the recommender replaces only the oldest suggestions,
representing a minority of those not yet confirmed.

As they continue their effort to glean knowledge from their data,
analysts can repetitively refine groups within the knowledge board,
categorize additional imported data by moving back to the triage
queue, or integrate additional data by importing more. A small
menu floating over analysts’ desks (Figure 4b) allows them to nav-
igate between these three functions.

5. System

Talk2Hand uses the Microsoft Hololens 2 as its primary input and
output device, along with a traditional mouse. Hololens 2 can run
applications on its own, but we use it with a host PC that gener-
ates interactive imagery: a Windows 10 machine with Unity 2019.4,
16GB DDR4 RAM, Intel Core i7 9700K, and a GeForce RTX 2080
Super 8GB graphics card. We developed our application using the

Mixed Reality Tool Kit (MRTK), an open-source SDK for AR
maintained by Microsoft. It supports both 3D virtual interaction,
along with more familiar 2D window-style interaction (embedded
in 3D). A previous version of Talk2Hand used a Magic Leap 1
headset and its Lumin SDK. We ported from the Magic Leap to
the HoloLens to enable better integration with existing Windows
applications. To implement the workflow described in Section 4,
Talk2Hand offers several virtual 2D interactive surfaces, embedded
at arm’s length in the real 3D space surrounding analysts’ desktop
machines. The triage queue and knowledge board are the largest,
the navigation menu and uncategorized (postponed) cards are oth-
ers.

After the user has labeled a small subset of the data (typi-
cally, one triage menu), the recommender begins training itself to
categorize unlabeled data items. When analysts confirm or reject
the recommender’s suggested categorizations, or label more data
with additional triage, such input will be added to training data
for the next training iteration. For the initial implementation of
our recommender, we chose semi-supervised learning with self-
training [CBZ10]. New self-training iterations begin whenever an-
alysts change the set of categorized data items.

The front and back ends are loosely coupled, so that they are
platform-independent. We achieved this using Flask to implement a
RESTful API. In JSON format, the AR front end sends group labels
and spatial location for each data item to the recommender back
end, which returns suggested labels and confidence to the front end.

6. Data, Preprocessing and Training

Talk2Hand was designed for use by intelligence analysts, and its
development was driven by a matching textual dataset from 2014’s
IEEE VAST Challenge [Com]. The dataset contains several mini
challenges spanning textual, geospatial, and visual data. We fo-
cused on textual data as a first step and detail our textual work here,
but Talk2Hand could be trivially adapted to other textual data, and
its knowledge board interface could be adapted to other data sets
and types; indeed one of the strengths of knowledge boards is their
ability unify heterogeneous data into a cognitively cohesive whole.

In order to maintain flexibility, we preprocess each raw textual
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(a) Detail view

(b) Navigation menu

(c) Annotation view

Figure 4: (a) Detail view, used for closer study of data items (b)
Navigation menu, analysts use it to iterate by categorizing more
data, or adding more data. (c) Annotation view, used for memos
about data items

data entry to save crucial information (filename, dates, publisher,
author, and content) in our data structure. To preprocess the text,
we used the Natural Language Toolkit [DS17], which tokenizes,
converts to lowercase, etc. To allow sorting in triage mode, we also
transformed dates into a uniform (yyyy/mm/dd) format. We vec-
torized documents with Doc2vec [ŘS10], which we trained until
stable with shuffled documents using PV-DM dm = 1. We use the
resulting vectors as data features, and calculate them only once.
As analysts iteratively describe relatedness by arranging cards into
groups, the recommender back end regularly receives updated data
item positions and labels. Each time, the classifier is retrained by
targeting the updated labels, and stacking (x,y) positions with the
document vectors to add two more dimensions. We use SGDClas-
sifier from scikit-learn [PVG∗11]. The classifier returns
prediction confidence along with labels, since it decides which sug-
gestions the front end displays to analysts.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

Talk2Hand is a spatial user interface for ML assistants inspired by
knowledge boards. By arranging data tokens spatially, analysts can
implicitly describe the emerging structures they find in their data,
and collaborate with ML assistants more intuitively. Because phys-
ical knowledge boards are unwieldy, we implement them in AR.

In future work, we will perform comparative usability studies
with intelligence analysts to confirm that Talk2Hand eases interac-
tion with ML assistants, without reducing analytic insight [Nor06].
While we will gather quantitative measures of efficency and ana-
lytic success, our goals will be primarily formative. We will use
a talk-aloud protocol, in which analysts work several small tasks
while verbalizing their thoughts, enabling us to find and address
both interface strengths and pain points, and well as gain a good
understanding of analyst insights.

We also plan to improve the utility of Talk2Hand by supporting
new data types (e.g. geo, image, audio, video), diagrams (e.g. time-
lines, social networks), inputs (e.g. eye tracking, voice), functions
(e.g. histories, multiple/hierarchical knowledge boards), and ML
algorithms (e.g. unsupervised learning for initial triage, and active
learning for subsequent iterations).

Talk2Hand already integrates the physical and the virtual by aug-
menting the analyst’s workspace with a larger display, without pre-
cluding use of the familiar mouse, nor cutting analysts off from
their colleagues. We plan to investigate tighter integration of AR,
desktop and physical interfaces that might allow analysts to drag
objects from their traditional display to Talk2Hand’s virtual one,
and to position virtual tokens on physical surfaces in their office.
We will also explore applications of Talk2Hand outside analytics.
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